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Guided-Ion beam measurements of the X + + H20(D2 ) (X Ar,N2)
collslon systems

Rainer A. Dressler, Richard H. Salter, and Edmond Murad
Phillips Laboratory. Spjacecrft Interactions Branch& PL/WSS. Hanscom AFE. Massachusetts 01731

(Received 11 March 1993; accepted 5 April 1993)

Guided-ion beam cross section and product kinetic energy measurements of charge-transfer and (
atom-abstraction reactions of the Ar+ + H20(D 20) and Nj + H20(D 20) collision systems are
presented for collision energies ranging between 0.2 and 20 eV c.m. Both charge-transfer systems
exhibit large hyperthermal cross sections exceeding 10 A2 and are characterized by a long-range 0
interaction, evidenced by the small amount of angular scattering observed in product-ion time-
of-flight (TOF) measurements. Weak forward-scattered signals due to orbiting collisions are
detected and are interpreted to stem from a dipole orientation that maximizes the long-range so w
attractive forces. The charge-transfer product ion velocity distributions are well described by an
osculating complex model. The charge-transfer systems exhibit weak isotope effects that are
related to competition with the atom-abstraction channels. The atom-abstraction cross sections
represent -10% of the total cross section and the observed distinct isotope effects and TOF 1 U JQ6
distributions are consistent with a pairwise-energy model.

1. INTRODUCTION Recently, we have reported the observation of H2O0
A2AI-X 2BI luminescence from the Ar++H 2O and

Water is a major constituent of the artificial atmo- N + +H 20 collision systems. .6 The analysis of the spectra
sphere surrounding spacecraft in low-Earth orbit.' 2 Space- provided exceptional insight into the validity of energy-
craft and this atmosphere travel at a velocity of -7.8 resonance and Franck-Condon criteria 7

,
8 for the predic-

km s- . Hyperthermal charge-transfer collisions between tion of state-to-state cross sections. The luminescence
atmospheric ions and H20 are, therefore, a major source of experiment also revealed OH A 2 +_X 211 chemilumines-
ionization in the spacecraft environment.3'4 Ion-H20 reac- cence from the hydrogen-atom abstraction reactions ob-
tions are also of interest from a chemical-kinetic point of served in he same collision systems.9 The rotational en-
view. They can be regarded as prototypes of ion- ergy distribution of the OH A state deduced from the
polyatomic molecule reactions because the two simplest chemiluminescence spectra demonstrated the importance
ion-molecule reaction processes, charge transfer and of the charge-transfer surface in ion-molecule chemical re-
hydrogen-atom abstraction, can be studied simultaneously. activity.

In the Ar + +H20 and N2+ + H20 collision systems, Previous experimental studies of the charge-transfer
both charge transfer and hydrogen-atom abstraction are systems (1) and (3) have exhibited hyperthermal cross
exothermic, sections exceeding 10 k2.1o,1 The large charge-transfer

Ar++H 20(D 20)-'Ar+H20+(D20+)+3.14 eV cross sections indicate that the nonadiabatic transitions oc-
(1) cur at long range. Consequently, primarily large impact (

parameter collisions lead to charge transfer and the inci-
-ArH+(ArD+)+OH(OD) dent projectile barely experiences a deflection in the coi- (

+0.9 eV, (2) sion. The product H2O+ ions are, therefore, produced with
predominantly near-thermal translational energies in ion-

N++H 20(D 20)-.N2+H 20+(D2O+)+2.96 eV beam experiments involving thermal water vapor. This has(3) been confirmed by crossed-beam experiments of the Ar+ r
+ H20 system by Glosik et aL 12 and time-of-flight (TOF)

-,N 2H+ (N2D+) +OH(OD) measurements conducted in a tandem-mass spectrometer
+1.9 eV, (4) system for the N+ + H20 system."

Reliable cross sections of product channels exhibiting
and they are, therefore, expected to compete at low colli- large-angle scattering can only be obtained from an exper-
sion energies. The dynamics of these systems are particu- iment that efficiently collects the product ions without af- (,,
larly interesting due to two low-lying electronic states of fecting the field-free conditions of the collision region. The
the charge-transfer product, H2O+. These states have past Ar+ + H20 and N+ + H20 charge-transfer cross sec-
markedly different equilibrium geometriesý_ the X 2B, tion measurements depended on the correct assessment of ."

ground state is bent, and the first excited A 2AI state is the collection efficiency and the assumption that the prod-
linear. Since the A 2A, state lies only I eV above the ground uct ions were scattered isotropically in the laboratory " -

state, both Ar+ and N+ have sufficiently high recombina- (LAB) frame.' 0"
tion energies to access the A-state charge-transfer surface While arguably a valid assumption for the charge-
without requiring translational energy transfer. transfer systerns, this assumption is far riskier for hyper-
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1160 Dressler, Salter, and Murad: X+ + H20(D20) collision systems

thermal atom-abstraction channels because these reactions GAS ILET

are expected to proceed at shorter range, thus causing W oN

some large-angle scattering in the center-of-mass (CM)
frame. The earlier molecular dynamic studies of these re- N 4-L U i

actions have found the atom-abstraction channels to pro- io -[ OT•TPOLE 2

ceed via a spectator-stripping mechanism producing
strongly forward-scattered product ions. " 2 The substan- QUADRUPOLE

tial OH A-X chemiluminescence intensities, the produc-
tion of which is endothermic by 3.1 eV in reaction (2) and
2.1 eV in reaction (4), indicates, however, that energy FIG. i. Schematic representation of the interaction region of the guided-

transfer accompanied by large-angle scattering is more ef- ion beam experiment. Generation of the mass-selected energy beam is
identical to that described in a previous publication (Ref. I i).

ficient in these reactions than suggested by the spectator-

stripping model. 9

In order to overcome the uncertainty of product-ion ion-beam guide of 0.6 cm inner diameter and 0.2 cm rod
collection, we have recently constructed a guided-ion beam diameter. A schematic of the ion-guide system is shown in
(GIB) apparatus for the study of ion-neutral collisions Fig. 1. The design is similar to octopole systems described
from near-thermal to hyperthermal collision energies. The by Gerlich and co-workers. 14,19-21 The first octopole passes
now widely used GIB technique is based on the ion- through a 3.5 cm long collision cell containing the neutral
trapping properties of inhomogeneous radio-frequency (rf) target gas. The target gas pressure is measured with a ca-
fields.13.14 In carrying out the ion-molecule reaction in a pacitance manometer and is adjusted to be between 0.15

cylindrical ion trap consisting of a if-only octopole system, and 0.2 mTorr. At the collision cell exit end, primary and

product ions are collected irrespective of the scattering an- prd ion ctopoe in-beam gud
gleandreatios cn b stdiedove colison neries product ions enter a second octopole ion-beam guide of

gle, and reactions can be studied over collision energies equal radial dimension, but of 16.73 cm length. A four-
ranging from thermal to hyperthermal energies with equal element lens accelerates primary and secondary ions from

sensitivity. Since properly operated octopoles exhibit excel- the exit end of the second octopole and focuses them into
lent energy conserving properties, TOF measurements can thextndotescndcopladfcustemiolentenegy onsrvig poperies TO mesurmens ~ a quadrupole mass filter. Following mass analysis, the ions
be carried out over long low-energy flight paths, presenting a detecte us ing a cnm lier onn

an ideal tool for the study of product kinetic energy distri- are detectd Tha ele ctrom ulteptor or pronel-

butions, and therefore energy partitioning in ion-molecule plate detector. The pulses from the detector are processedbutons an threfre nery prtiionng n in-mlecle and counted with a PC-based multichannel scaler.
reactions. The superiority of the GIB technique over the The 10 MHz sine-wave output of a function generator

instrumentation previously used to study the ion-water i fe wt a inear iftamplif ancoupledrtot
systms 1)-4) arrntsa rinvetigtio ofthee rac- is amplified with a linear rf amplifier and coupled to the

systems (1)-(4) warrants a reinvestigation of these reac- octopole rods using an antiresonant LC tank circuit and
tions. associated electronics. An amplifier output of 10 W typi-

In this paper, we present GIB cross-section and cally yields a 120 V if amplitude. The guiding field gener-
product-ion TOF measurements for reactions (1 )(4) ated by the rf voltage traps the ions in the radial direction
The new GIB experiment is described in Sec. II. The en- without significantly affecting the ion translational en-
ergy dependence of the measured cross sections and ergy.13,14 The two octopoles have the same rf phase but the
product-ion velocity distributions determined from TOF de-bias potential of the second octopole is reduced with
measurements are presented in Sec. III. In a previous com- respect to that of the first octopole by - 200-400 mV. This
munication, we have demonstrated the merits of the oscu- slightly accelerates the product ions in order to avoid trap-
hiring complex model' 5"V6 in interpreting the O+ +H 2 0 ping of very slow ions by potential barriers due to inhomo-
charge-transfer product-ion velocity distributions.'7 Itis geneities of the octopole rod surface potentials. The colli-
shown that this model also applies adequately to the sion chamber potential is equal to the bias potential of the
charge-transfer (1) and (3) systems. The results are dis- first octopole. Ions that are scattered backwards in the
cussed in Sec. IV, and compared to recent optical measure- LAB frame can be reflected into the forward direction by a
ments. positive potential at the injection electrode, or by applying

II. EXPERIMENT a positive potential to a cylindrical electrode surrounding
the octopole at the entrance of the collision cell. The ap-

The apparatus is a previously described tandem mass plied voltage generates a potential barrier within the octo-
spectrometer" in which the former collision cell and asso- pole that is small enough not to significantly affect the
ciated ion optics have been replaced by an octopole ion- collision energy distribution, but large enough to reflect
guide system. An ion beam is produced in an electron- slow backscattered ions into the forward direction.
impact ion source. The electron energy is kept as low as The octopole system can be biased up to 200 V above
possible to avoid metastable ion production. In the case of the quadrupole dc-bias potential. In this work it has been
N+, -20% of the ions are expected to be vibrationally found that product and primary ions are collected effi-
excited.'" A statistical distribution of Ar+ (2Pi) spin-orbit ciently at octopole dc-bias potentials above 60 V. The cross
states is assumed. The ion beam is accelerated into a Wien sections reported in this work are obtained at 80 V. The
velocity filter for mass selection. Following deceleration, relatively low potential is chosen to maintain sufficient
the beam is injected into a first 7.36 cm long octopole mass resolution to separate hydrogen-atom abstraction
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products from the intense primary ion signal. The extrac. - . ... ...
tion electrode potentials are adjusted to maximize both • r++ H0-*Ar+ ýo

secondary and primary ion count rates. Except for the ADO CaA++ -20-*=Ar+ D20+

highest LAB energies investigated in this work, both pri- 100 • **++ 0020--+ H2+

mary and secondary ions have equal extraction-lens set- N+00
tings. In the situation where this is not the case, the dis- m

crimination is accounted for by correcting for the primary
beam attenuation observed when optimizing the secondary I
count rates. %

Integral cross sections, a, are obtained from the fol-
lowing expression:

=+ i) (5)

where n is the neutral target gas density, I is the effective 0.. 1.... . ..

interaction length, Ip.. is the transmitted primary ion 1 ENERGY ( .V)

beam current, and Is, is the total secondary ion current.

The primary and secondary ion currents are obtained by
integrating the bands of a mass spectrum recorded at con- FIG. 2. Collision-energy dependence of the Ar+ +H 20(D20) and
stant Am conditions. Equation (5) is only valid if the tar- N +H 20(D20) charge-transfer cross sections. The cross sections

are compared to ADO predictions based on the mode! of Bates
get gas densities are low enough to ensure single collision (Refs. 30-32).
conditions. This is checked by verifying that the measured
cross sections are independent of the target gas density.
The effective interaction length is determined using the
well-known calibration reaction 22  energy scale is -1:0.1 eV when determined through retar-

dation scans, and +0.05 eV when determined through the
Ar++D 2 -ArD++D. (6) TOF technique.

Secondary ion TOF spectra are obtained in a pulsed rf
Since the cross section for the reaction burst mode in which the if power is briefly turned off after

the expiration of the spectral time window. This purges
very slow ions from the ion-guide system and therefore

is very large at thermal collision energies, 2 -25 very slow eliminates the background due to very slow trapped ions
product H20+ will produce significant amounts of H30+ produced in previous TOF cycles. The raw TOF spectra
in secondary reactions in the collision cell. A proper are converted to velocity space using basic electrostatic

equations. The TOF conversion and analysis procedure has
charge-transfer cross section measurement must, therefore, been discussed in detail previously.17
include the H 30' ion current as part of the secondary ion
signal.

The main error in the reproducibility of the charge-
transfer cross sections stems from the difficulty in measur- I1I. RESULTS
ing the water vapor pressure accurately. In the present
apparatus, it takes -. 30 min for the pressure reading to A. Charg.-transfu systems
stabilize. The absolute error of the present cross-section The collision-energy dependence of the charge-transfer
measurements is estimated at - 30%. The relative error is (1) and (3) cross sections is shown in Fig. 2. The GIB
considerably smaller, measurements lie - 30% below those of Turner and Ru-

The ion energy and half-width are determined by per- therford,'° and the N+ +H 20(D 20) cross sections are
forming retardation scans of the octopole bias potential. -40% higher than those obtained with a thin-cell tandem-
The energy width can be substantially broadened in the mass spectrometer." The ratios between the cross sections
octopole injection stage.14 The broadening is minimized by of the two charge-transfer systems is very similar to that
injecting the primary ions as slowly as possible. The width found by Turner and Rutherford. At low collision energies,
achieved in this work is between 200 and 300 meV. ET, the cross sections fall off rapidly with increasing col-

A more accurate measure of the ion energy is obtained lision energy, which is indicative of a mechanism involving
using a TOF technique. TOF spectra are obtained by gen- complex formation. The low-energy regime has been fit to
eratng a pulsed ion beam with a deflector electrode situ- a power law, ET . The powers, n, are listed in Table I. The
ated in the injection lens, and by measuring the flight time table also indicates the energy range which was fitted. The
of the primary and secondary ions using a time-to-digital lowest energy values are omitted because they correspond
converter. The primary ion energy is determined from the to primary-ion energies below the primary beam half-
flight time shift observed when varying the second octopole width. For the charge-transfer (1) systems, n is -0.5, the
bias potential. The uncertainty of the primary ion LAB value expected from the Langevin-Gioumousis-Stevens

J. Chem. Phys.. Vol. 99, No. 2, 15 July 1993



1162 Dressier, Salter, and Murad: X4 + H20(D 20) collision systems

TABLE I. Power-fit data of low-collision energy cross sections for inves- dependent intensity is observed. Similar observations have
tigated ion-H 2 0(D 20) charge-transfer reactions. n is the fit parameter of been made in the 0+ + H20 system. 33

.1
7 The cross section

a Er• fit. Also indicated is the collision energy range of the fit. for the LAB forward-scattered ions, a(v'Up > Vcm), is ob-

Reaction n E, range (eV) tained by determining the fraction of forward scattered
signal and by measuring the charge-transfer cross section

Ar' +H 2O-Ar+H 20* 0.55 0.2-0.6 in the pulsed conditions. This cross section is lower than
N21 +H 2 O-N2+H 20+ 0.39 0.2-0.7 that obtained in a continuous mode because of the rf burst

N2+ +D 20-N 2 +D 20+ 0.35 0.2-0.7 technique described in Sec. II. The energy dependence of
the LAB forward-scattered cross sections is shown in Fig.

5 for the two charge-transfer systems. ET" power fits pro-
duce values for n close to 1, which is also observed in the

(LGS) model29 assuming a capture mechanism involving a O+ -H20 system. The Ar+ + H 20 data fit a l/ET depen-

pure polarization potential. n is considerably lower for the dence perfectly if the highest-energy data point is omitted.

charge-transfer (3) systems. The marked energy dependence of the forward-scattered
The LGS model is not accurate for the present colli- ions implies that these ions are produced in large impact

sion systems due to the significant dipole of H 20 and the parameter, orbiting collisions, rather than small impact pa-

resulting ion-permanent dipole interaction. The figure also rameter, head-on type collisions, for which a relatively

includes the average-dipole orientation (ADO) predictions weak energy dependence is expected.
based on the ADO model of Bates.30- 32 The details pertain- Orbiting collisions involving very weakly bound com-
ing to the calculated curve have been discussed else- plexes have been described using the osculating complex

where. 33 At low collision energies, the model prediction model. 15-17 This model assumes an intermediate complex
comes close in absolute magnitude to the N -+H 20(D 20) with a lifetime distribution given by an exponential decay.

charge-transfer cross sections. Whereas the slopes of the The 0+ +H 20 charge-transfer product angular distribu-
predicted and measured energy dependencies differ in this tions are found to be well characterized by an osculating
system, they are similar in the Ar + H20(D 20) system, complex. The solid lines in Figs. 3 and 4 are simulated
for which, however, the absolute magnitude lies signifi- distributions based on the osculating-complex model and
cantly below the model predictions. At higher energies, the the methodology described by Gerlich.34 The simulations
cross sections become far less dependent on the collision include all broadening mechanisms (i.e., thermal broaden-
energy than predicted by the model, exceeding the predic- ing, broadening due to collision-cell length, and primary
tions in both systems. This indicates that a capture mech- ion pulse width). The parameters yielding the best fits of
anism involving a longer-lived intermediate is no longer an osculating-complex model velocity distribution are
relevant at these energies, and that a direct mechanism shown in Tables II and III. The tables include the adjust-
dominates the dynamics. able variables of the osculating complex model, the trans-

At low collision energies, isotope effects are discern- lational exoergicity, AEr, and the complex rotational pe-
able in both systems. The irregular isotope effect observed riod to lifetime ratio, r/r,"- Also listed are the internal
at high energies for the Art+ H20 system is attributed to energy, E,=&E0 -- AET, where &E0 is the exothermnicity,
a systematic error due to quadrupole discrimination prob- the angle, 0d, signifying the direct scattering direction with
lems stemming from the large difference in primary and respect to the primary ion LAB velocity vector, and n, the
product ion mass and energies. power of the cross-section energy dependence used in the

Raw TOF spectra have been converted to product-ion model.
velocity distributions, f(vt.), where v,'p are product-ion Except for the lowest-energy measurements, the exper-
LAB velocity components parallel to the octopole axis. imental distributions are well described by a main contri-
Converted spectra recorded at four different collision en- bution due to very large r/r, implying a direct process,
ergies for the Ar+ + H20 and N" + H20 charge-transfer and a minor channel involving longer-lived complexes re-
product ions are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The suiting in large-angle scattering. The LAB forward-
CM velocity, v,,, and that for LAB forward-scattered scattered bands are primarily due to the longer-lived colli-
product ions produced in a resonant charge-transfer colli- sion complexes. There is very little translational energy
sion, v., are indicated. Both velocities have been deter- transfer, most of which results from longer-lived interme-
mined for a target molecule at rest. The spectra have been diates. Small amounts of efficient energy transfer appear in
recorded with octopole rf amplitudes, U0 , of 100 V or small-impact parameter head-on type encounters (0d= 0 ").
higher. At some collision energies, a second spectrum is The 1,-/r, of the longer-lived complexes remains approxi-
shown that was recorded at amplitudes below 30 V. Based mately the same throughout the investigated collision en-
on the expression for the effective potential in a rf octo- ergy range, which has also been observed for the O' + H20
pole,2 1 it is estimated that only product ions with trans- charge-transfer system.17

verse energies below 150 meV are transmitted at the low rf Given the resolution of the experiment and kinematic
amplitudes, constraints, the detection of positive translational energy

At all of the collision energies, a main band of products transfer is only possible through the analysis of the LAB
with near-zero velocities and a weaker contribution of forward-scattered ions at low collision energies. The very
LAB-forward scattered ions with a strongly energy- low laboratory velocities of product ions formed in long-

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 99, No. 2, 15 July 1993
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Atr++-H 20- +Ar.+20 At+ + H20 - Ar + H.O÷
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FIG. 3. Laboratory velocity distributions of Ar +H 20 charge-transfer product ions. All of the measurements have been recorded at an octopole rff
amplitude, U0, of 100 V or higher except where indicated. Ueto and v,, are the center-of-mass velocities and resonant charge-transfer velocities (CM
backacattered), respectively. The solid lines are numerical simulations using the formalisms described in Ref. 17. The parameters providing the best fits
are shown in Table II.

range direct processes are affected by octopole-rod surface implying a simple angular scattering pattern governed by
potential inhomogeneities, and therefore do not lend them- classical collision dynamics.
selves well to studying superelastic charge transfer. The translational energy transfer distributions are sim-

The analysis of the Ar ++H 20 TOF data agrees well ilar in the Nj•+ H20 charge-transfer system. As seen in
with the crossed-beam results of Glosik et at '2 Those au- Table III, the lifetimes of the longer-lived complexes are
thors also found mainly near-zero translational energy somewhat longer compared with the Ar++H 20 system.
transfer with a slight tendency of positive energy transfer. TeBsae hc sedtemcb .2eas per
They B 2B2 state pro-

duction in the CM backscattered direction (Ba=0°) at ET to be accessed in this system in small-impact parameter
= 1.85 eV. The data in Table II confirms B-state excita- collisions. The low-guiding-field simulations shown in Fig.
tion, which is endothermic by 1 1 .96 and 4.25 eV are based on the same trans-

energy transfer exceeding 1.4 eV is observed at reactant lational energy transfer and complex-lifetime distributions
translational energies of 1.49, 2.75, and 3.97 eV. Glosik yielding the best fit for the high-field distributions. The
et at did not observe B-state excitation at a collision en- osculating-complex model, therefore, also provides a good
ergy of 2.78 eV, which may be attributable to the lower description of the angular distributions in this system.

sensituoity in the crossed-beam experiments. As in the O+ The measurement at Ea= 11.7 eV exhibits strongly su-

+ H 2 0 system," thereiv The is a ires agreement between perelastically scattered ions. Due to the very weak signal

the parameters yielding the best fit for high and low rf associated with these ions, this result must be treated with
fields. This is demonstrated in Table II for ET= 3 .97 eV.

The osculating complex, therefore, provides an adequate caution. ctlispos thatiss
description of the angular distributions. This is not surpris- perfect primary-ion holdoff in the deflector electrode.

ing considering the long-range nature of the interaction,

J. Chem. Piys.. Vol. 99, No. 2, 15 July 1993
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N2+ + H20 -+ N2 + H2 0+ N2+ + H20 -N 2 + H20

\O ,- t0
It I

a 10a

0 2 4 6 80 2 4 6 8 10 12
cmp10 S"1) vr'ip(105 cm f

1 )

N2 + +H 2C)O-).N2 +H 2O+N++I10-.+N L)

*ET ,, 4.25 IV ET 11.7 eV
•Uo= 115V

,* •

.11
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S I I , I I

02 4 6 810 12 1416 04 8 12 1620 2428 3236cm P(10s Cn W") V'lp(10 cm a-1)

FIG. 4. Laboratory velocity distributions of Nj* + H 20 charge-transfer product ions. All of the measurements have been recorded at an octopole rf
amplitude, U0, or 100 V or higher except where indicated. vtm and vrc, are the center-of-mass velocities and resonant charge-transfer velocities (CM
beckacattered), respectively. The solid lines are numerical simulations using the formalisms described in Ref. 17. The parameters providing the best fits
are shown in Table IIl.

B. Atom-abstraction channel .......

The energy dependence of the atom-abstraction cross 10 0 N2 + + H20sections for the Ar++H2 0(D2 0) and N2 ++ H(D 2 0) -4 N2 At.+ + H20

collision systems are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. "u - a= aEr •
Also included in the figure are the total cross sections con-
sisting of the sum of atom-abstraction and charge-transfer
cross sections. The me~asurements of reaction (2) are the >
first hyperthermal cross sections of this system known to ^

us.The GIB measurements of reaction (4) are approxi- 1 Uus..
mately a factor of 2 higher than those determined in a-- =0s0s/ " • -
thin-cell tandem-mass spectrometer,n indicating that col-
lection was inefficient in that experiment. The atom-
abstraction cross sections decline rapidly with collision en-
ergy at low energies, then become fairly independent of
energy, before declining again. The atom-abstraction reac-........
tion (4) exhibits a significantly higher cross section than 1 10
that of reaction (2). The ratios between atom-transfer and COLUSION ENERGY (cV)
charge-transfer cross sections are, however, comparable for

the wo ystes. ow-nerg poer fts avebeencaried FIG. 5. Collision-energy dependence of the LAB forward-scattered cross
out for the atom-abstraction reactions, as for the charge- sections for the Ar+ + H20 and N• + HzO charge-transfer product ions.
transfer systems. The best power-law fits are listed in Table The experimental data are fit to a power law aEr-'.
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TABLE U. Simulation parameters for Ar+ + H2 0 charge transfer TOF spectra. Uo is the rf amplitude applied to the octopole, c are the statistical weights
of the dlmaributios. S(u;,;AET ,r,/r,), AET is the translational exoergicity, E, is the product internal energy assuming Ar÷ ( 2P3/2) reactant ions, r,/r,
is the complex rotational period-to-complex lifetime ratio, n is the cross section power dependence, and 0d is the direct scattering angle with respect to
the primary ion velocity vector.

Er (eV) Uo (V) C AEr (eV) El (eV) 'J• n Od

0.47 100 0.44 0 3.14 1 G 0.5 180"
0.17 0.2 2.94 12 0.5 IS80
0.20 0.2 2.94 7 0.5 180'
0.20 0.4 2.74 7 0.5 ISO'

1.49 100 0.58 0 3.14 30 0 IVO
0.006 -1.0 4.14 30 0 0"
0.005 -1.4 4.54 30 0 0"
0.004 -1.49 4.63 30 0 0a
0.077 0.2 2.94 7 0 180'
0.090 0.4 2.74 7 0 10'
0.236 0.6 2.54 7 0 180'

2.75 100 0.64 0 3.14 30 0 180W
0.003 -1.5 4.64 30 0 a,
0.003 -2.0 5.14 30 0 CT
0.003 -2.5 5.64 30 0 CT
0.232 0.2 2.94 7.5 0 10O
0.120 0.4 2.74 7.5 0 I1O'

3.97 100 0.89 0 3.14 30 0 18O
0.002 -2.5 5.64 30 0 CT
0.002 -3.0 6.14 30 0 0"
0.110 0 3.14 5 0 1SW

29 0.89 0 3.14 30 0 18O
0.003 -2.5 5.64 30 0 0*
0.006 -3.0 6.14 30 0 O"
0.097 0 3.14 5 0 IS80

IV. The n values are considerably larger than those for the energy, Epar, consisting of the energy absorbed in the pair-
charge-transfer systems, indicating that a longer interac- wise association reaction
tion time favors these reactions.

Whereas the total cross section of the Ar+ Epr---(1-mI/m;)EIab, (8)

+-H 20(D 20) collision system lies substantially below the
ADO predictions at low collision energies, the measured where m, is the primary-ion mass, mln is the product-ion
total cross sections of the N' +H 20(D 20) collision sys- mass, and Elb is the primary-ion LAB energy. The atom-
tern coincide with the model prediction at the lowest mean- abstraction cross sections for reactions (2) and (A) are
ingful collision energies of this experiment. The logarith- shown on a pairwise-energy scale in Figs. 8 and 9. Except
mically plotted data has a substantially smaller slope, for the hyperthermal energy regime of reaction (2), an
however, suggesting that a direct mechanism is prominent isotope effect is no longer visible within the experimental
throughout the measured collision energy range. error. The error for the Ar+ + H 20 atom-transfer measure-

Both atom-abstraction reaction systems exhibit a dis- ments is considerably higher than for the deuterated reac-
tinct isotope effect in which hydrogen-atom abstraction is tion due to the overlapping signals of the m/e=40 and 41
more efficient than deuterium-atom abstraction. Within the bands. It can, therefore, be maintained that the difference
experimental uncertainties, no isotope effect is observed in between the isotopic cross sections at hyperthermal ener-
the total cross sections. The isotope effects observed in the gies where the cross sections are small is within experimen-
charge-transfer systems can thus be rationalized as stem- tal error.
ming from competition between charge transfer and atom The rapid decline of the atom-transfer cross sections
abstraction. with collision energy at collision energies of - 10 eV may

The isotope effect can be explained using the simple be attributed to dissociation of the product ions. Within
kinematic spectator-stripping3 or the more general the spectator-stripping model, c sudden loss of product-ion
pairwise-energy models.4 In these models, the reaction is signal would be expected at the pairwise energy equal to
regarded to occur solely between the reactant ion and the the proton affinity of Ar and N2 minus the respective re-
transferred atom while the product neutral moiety is pos- action enthalpy. In the Ar+ + D20 system, the onset for
tulated to remain unaffected throughout the collision. In the decline is at Eper = 1 eV, considerably lower than pair-
such association reactions, no isotope effect is expected if wise dissociation onset of 2.9 eV,4' while in the
only kinematic arguments are considered. The atom- Ni+H 20(D 20) atom-abstraction reactions, an onset of
abstraction isotope effect is, thus, expected to disappear if -0.6 eV is observed, which is also considerably below the
the cross sections are plotted with respect to the pairwise pairwise onset of 3.2 eV.41 Product dissociation is, there-
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TABLE I11. Simulation parameters for N' + H20 charge transfer TOF specira. U0 is the rf amplitude applied to the octopole, c are the statistical weights
of the distributions S(v;p ;AEr ,i,/i'r), AET is the translational exoergicity, Er is the product internal energy assuming ground state reactants, r,/r, is
the complex rotational period-to-complex lifetime ratio, n is the cross section power dependence, and 0, is the direct scattering angle with respect to the
primary ion velocity vector.

ET (eV) Uo (V) c AET (eV) E, (eV) 7,/7 i Od

0.41 100 0.420 0 2.96 20 0.5 180"
0.287 0 2.96 12.5 0.5 180"
0.046 0.6 2.36 4 0.5 180W
0.051 0.4 2.56 4 0.5 180"
0.055 0.2 2.76 4 0.5 180"
0.074 0 2.96 4 0.5 1800
0.111 -0.2 3.16 4 0.5 180'
0.080 -0.4 3.j6 4 0.5 180'

1.96 100 0.893 0 2.96 30 0 180'
0.003 -1.8 4.76 30 0 0'
0.002 -2.0 4.96 30 0 Or
0.055 0.4 2.56 5 0 180"
0.038 0.2 2.76 5 0 180"
0 0 2.96 5 0 180"
0.024 -0.4 3.36 5 0 180"
0.073 -0.8 3.76 5 0 180'
0.032 -1.2 4.16 5 0 180"
0.032 -1.6 4.56 5 0 180"

4.25 115 0.900 0 2.96 30 0 180"
0.029 0 2.96 5 0 1 80
0.059 -2.0 5.96 5 0 180"
0.002 -3.2 6.16 30 0 Or
0.002 -3.6 6.56 30 0 0'

11.7 115 0.904 0 2.96 30 0 180"
0.092 2.9 5.86 7.5 0 180'
0.001 -11.5 14.46 30 0 O"

fore, a with respect to the spectator-stripping model incon- velocities equal to the CM velocity of the primary-ion-
sistent explanation for the croqs-section drop. abstracted-atom system. Applying conservation of momen-

The spectator-stripping model has important implica- tum, and assuming a target molecule at rest, the product-
tions regarding the product velocity distributions. Accord- ion LAB velocity, v1, is then given by
ing to this model, the product ions are formed with LAB

Ae g+D0 100 0oO

AF, D0 A e + D2H+. N2 + + D20

0.1 1.0 10.0 0.1 1.0 10.0

COLLISION ENERGY (.V) COLLISION ENERGY (cV)

FIG. 6. Energy dependence of the Ar4 ++H2 0(D 2O) atom abstraction FIG. 7. Energy dependence of the N2+ +H2 O(D 2 0) atom abstraction
reaction cross sections. Also shown are the respective total cross sections reaction cross sections. Also shown are the respective total cross sections
including charge transfer and atom abstraction and the ADO predictions including charge transfer and atom abstraction and the ADO predictions
using the model of Dates (Refa. 30-32). using the model of Bates (Refs. 30-32).
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TABLE IV. Po eru k data of low-conisi on am cross aectios for i-.
vedigatl iona-H20(D20) atow-araction reactibs, a is the it peram-
era of a g- fit. Alo indicated is the colision energy range of the it. o W + H20-N 2H+ + OH

Reaction a ET range (eV) 0 N2+ + 0 20-.N2 D0 + O0

Ar++H 0O-ArH ++OH 0.68 0.2-2
Ar÷+D 2O-ArD++OD 0.64 0.2-2

N +H 2 0O-.N2H++OH 0.52 0.2-2
N, +D20-N 2D++OD 0.64 0.2-1

M U
V ,= ;V , (9)

1 0

Equation (9) predicts product to primary-ion LAB veloc-
ities of 0.952 and 0.933 for reactions (2) and (4), respec-. . . .....
tively. TOF measurements have been conducted for the 0.01 0.1 1.0
deuterated systems over a broad range of energies. Figures PAIRWISE ENERGY (.V)
10 and 11 are examples of ArD+ and N2D+ TOF spectra
taken at ET= 10 and 5 eV, respectively. The solid lines are FIG. 9. Pairwise-energy dependence of the Nj* +H20(D20) atom ab-
simulations assuming a direct process ( -r,/r> 1I) and AET straction reaction cross section.

= -E,•. In both cases, the maxima of the calculated
curves agree very well with the experimental data, which distribution maxima at lower values. This conclusion is
are slightly broader than the model predictions indicating a supported by low-energy higher resolution crossed-beam
broadened product internal-energy distribution. The asym- measurements of reaction (2), which are in very good
metry in the N2D + velocity distributions can be related to
a slightly asymmetric primary ion velocity distribution that agreement with spectator-stripping predictions.' 2

is probably due to imperfect injection of ions into the oc-
topole system. IV. DISCUSSION

The product to primary ion LAB velocity ratios, A. Charge-transfer systemsv• =u vi~~ xdetermined from the maxima of the velocity-v;P.1vl., eterine frm th maimaof te vlocty- In the past it has been shown that the magnitude oftransformed TOF spectra for the two atom-abstraction re- Intepsithsbnsow tathemgtuefactions, are listed in Tables V and VI. Except for the lowest state-to-state ion-molecule charge-transfer cross sections isenergy measurements, the ratios agree well with the generally governed by two criteria, energy resonance be-spectator-stripping predictions given by tq. (9). The tween the reactants and products, and Franck-Condon

lowest-energy measurements exhibit significant angular overlap.' 8 '4 2 -4 A large state-to-state cross section thus re-
scattering, which could account for a shift of the velocity

__Ar
4+ D20-- ArD÷+OD

ET=IOev

9 Ar* + H2O--ArH+ + OH

1 0 0 Ar t + D 20 - .ArD 4  + O D -e V

~ eAEI m 
= -1 4 * V (SS

0

5 10 15 20

0.01 0.1 1.0 V'i , (10 s =We/)

PARWSE ENERGY (eV) FIG. 10. Laboratory velocity distributions of Ar++D 20 atom-
abstraction product ions, ArD+, at ET= 10 eV. The solid line is a simu-

FIG. 8. Pairwise-energy dependence of the Ar++H 2O(D 2O) atom- lation assuming translational energy transfer corresponding to the
abstraction reaction cros section. spectator-stripping model, i.e., AET= -Ep.,r.
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TABLE VI. Ratios v;,/Ilm, between maxima of primary ion and
N++ D2 0-4 N2D++ OD product ion velocity distributions of the reaction N2* + D 20 - NH

+OD. The spectator stripping prediction is 0.933.

ET (eV) Vlpa./Uvpm.n

AE. -0.8 eV (SS) 1.00 0.917 A 0.040

2.04 0.954=0.032
3.33 0.935*0.025
4.17 0.926*0 r22
5.00 0.944- *0.029
5.83 0.965 *-0.025

6.67 0.945*0.021
10.3 0.940*0.023
1 22.5 0.918*0.024

I .

5 10 systems, it is appropriate to compare the models with the
v',, (10' Cay.) total reaction cross sections, since we have two significant

product channels. The agreement between ADO predic-tions and the N +"+ H20 (D20) total cross section is good
FIG. I1I Laboratory velocity distributions of N+ + D2O atom-abstraction 2
product ions, N2D+, at ET= 5 eV. The solid line is a simulation assuming at the lowest meaningful energy of this work. The experi-
a translational energy transfer corresponding to the spectator-stripping mental data, however, fall off less steeply than the model
model, i.e., hEr= - E,,. predicts, indicating that a direct mechanism is highly effi-

cient at very low collision energies. This is clearly conob-
orated by the lowest-energy TOF measurement at ETquires a significant Franck-Condon overlap between the =0.41 eV, where more than "/0% of the product ions are

reactant and product vibrational wavefunctions as well as a found to be produced in collisions with are> 10.

small energy gap at infinite intermolecular dis: ances. These found totall rons wition > 10.

criteria follow from semiclassical models of nonadiabatic The Aris + H20s D 20) total cross section on the other
transitions, which are governed by the magnitude of theADO predic-
transitionspwhichnareg o e b ye the mtagntunde pofcth tion. The slope of the low-energy logarithmic energy de-
vibronic coupling between the reactant and product pendence, however, agrees quite well with the ADO pre-
states. 42-45 Energy-resonance and Franck--Condon argu- dictions. This suggests that a direct mechanism is

ments predict product energy distributions that contrast consi lessuef ti thit are-transf s
thos asocitedwithlon-lied ompexeswhee astais- considerably less efficient in this charge-transfer system,

those associated with long-lived complexes where a statis- and that capture collisions overcome the constraints to a

tical energy distribution is assumed. Long-range interac- certain degree.

tions involving nonadiabatic transitions have limited the The large cross sections observed for charge-transfer

success of statistical theories such as phase space the- (3) indicate efficient near-resonant state-to-state cross sec-

orynts. rtions in very large impact parameter collisions. This is con-
stants, firmed by the TOF analysis show, n in Table III, where the

Thmplexes influen agnie oflong iontermoled e collision majority of product ions are found to be produced within a
complexes on th e magnitud of ion-molecule reaction small band about resonance. The large state-to-state cross
cross sections can be evaluated by comparing the energy sections near resonance are also consistent with significant
dependence of gas-phase ion-molecule cross sections to the bedn irtoa rnkCno atr fteA2A

bending vibrational Franck-Condon factors of the i A AI
capture cross section given by the long-range interaction state (seen in the photoelectron spectrum of H20) 53'54 for
(LGS capture cross section), or to extensions of this model collisions involving only internal e-,itation of the H20+

such as the ADO model30-32' 49-5 2 that include the ion- moiety. The TOF data are in good agreement with the
permanent-dipole interaction. In the presently discussed 6

analysis of charge-transfer luminescence measurements,
showing that H2O+ A-state bending vibrational levels close
to resonance are populated in the charge-transfer colli-TABLE V. Ratios u, /v, between maxima of primary ion and

product ion velocity distributions of the reaction Ar++D 20-ArD+ sions.
+OD. The spectator stripping prediction is 0.952. The fact that the Ar+-H20(D20) charge-tra-isfer

product TOF data are similar to those observed in charge-
Er (eV) vIP .,/vP. transfer (3) indicates that the smaller charge-transfer cross

0.57 0.894*0.040 sections observed in this system are due to a weaker vi-
0.83 0.939z0.035 bronic coupling near resonance. The TOF as well as the
1.33 0.938*0.030 charge-transfer luminescence measurements 6 demonstrate
2.67 0.923+0.030 an equally strong preference for near-resonant product ion
6.00 0.938*-0.020 population. In the luminescence measurements, it is found

10.0 0.948*10.023 (
13.3 0.964+0.027 that energy resonance only applies to Ar+ (2 P3/ 2) ions be-

cause no emissions are observed for H 20+ levels resonant
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with the 2P,/ 2 spin-orbit state, which is populated by regarding the complex lifetimes is certainly that no contri-
- 30% of the primary ions. This is a strong indication that butions of long-lived complexes, i.e., -I-r < 1, are found
the Ar+ ( 2P1 /2 ) + H20 charge-transfer cross section is sig- down to collision energies of 0.40 eV. This may be ex-
nificantly smaller than that of Ar+ (2 P 3/ 2) + H20, and that plained by Lhe extremely l'rge average intermole-ular dis-
the latter is therefore - 50% higher than the experimental tances at which the electron hop occurs, •and the very weak
data shown in Fig. 2. The thus corrected 2,°3/2 cross section interaction potentials, especially those of the products, at
is still considerably smaller than that of charge-transfer these intermolecular distances. In other words, the average

(3). The smaller difference can now, however, be rational- impact parameters leading to charge transfer are signifi-
ized by the smaller -ranck-Condon factors of H 20 ioniza- cantly larger than those leading to long-lived complexes.

tion at resonance with Ar+ (2P3/2) compared to those ex- The reason why smaller-impact parameter colli ions are

perienced during resonant Nj(X 2-+) -N 2 (X 21+ )AV not more noticeable in the product velocity distributions

=0 charge-transfer transitions. It may be argued that the may be related to competition with the atom-abstraction

different size of the primary ions could affect the total cross channel once regions of the chemical potential are probed.

section. The large cross sections of charge-transfer (3), as
well as those observed for the O+ + H 20 charge transfer,33  B. Atom-abstraction reactions

however, demonstrate that these hyperthermal charge- As shown in Sec. III B, the spectator-stripping or pair-
transfer reactions proceed at average intermole-ular dis- wise energy models can account for the observed isotope
tances exceeding 4 A. At such intermolecular distances, it effects as well as product-ion velocity distributions. In both
is doubtful that the difference in Ar + and N2 primary ion systems, there is a relatively sharp decline in cross section
size plays a role. at hyperthermal collision energies. Within the framework

At all of the collision energies at which TOF measure- of the pairwise-energy model this decline cannot be related
ments have been conducted, the energy distributions are to the dissociation of the product ions because the onset
highly nonstatistical. This is consistent with the very short lies significantly below the pairwise-energy threshold.
complex lifetimes found to provide an adequate fit of the The relatively strict adherence to the pairwise-energy
data. Since most of the complexes do not survive one ro- model implies that the pairwise-energy dependence of these
tational period, the LAB forward-scattered signal is repre- systems should be similar to those of the Ar + + H2 (D 2)
sentative of the longest-lived collision complexes. As seen and N+2 + H 2(D 2 ) atom-abstraction reactions. Armentrout
in Fig. 5, the energy dependence of the intensity of LAB and co-workers22,55 have studied those systems and find
forward-scattered ions cxhibits a l/ET dependence for the that the cross sections do in fact exhibit a decrease in the
Nj + H 20(D 20) system and implies that the ion-dipole slope of the logarithmically plotted data at similar pairwise
interaction plays a key role in the longest-lived collision energies, followed by the onset of a steeper decline at the
complexes. The latter conclusion stems from the 1/ET en- respective pairwise dissociation energy. The weak onset
ergy dependence of the capture cross section of a pure was explained with an enhancement of nonreactive trajec-
ion-dipole interaction. The Ar + + H20(D 20) LAB tories at higher relative translational energies.
forward-scattered energy dependence fits a l/ET depen- The presently studied H 20 systems differ from the H 2

dence exactly if the highest-energy data point is omitted. reactions because of the highly efficient charge-transfer
That data point includes considerable contributions due to channel. The observation of high rotational excitation of
small-impact parameter hard-sphere type scattering, as the chemiluminescent neutral atom-abstraction product,
seen in Table II, thus raising the forward-scattered signal OH, is rationalized to originate form bending vibrational
above the levels expected for pure orbiting collisions. It is, angular momentum of the intermediate H 2O+ ,4 2A, state,'
therefore, concluded that the longest-lived complexes are and thus presents evidence that the atom-abstraction reac-
formed in those collisions where the dipole is optimally tions proceed preferentially via the charge-transfer surface
oriented to provide the strongest attraction. Identical ob- involving proton transfer in a two-step process. This asser-
servations are made for the 0+ + H 20 charge-transfer sys- tion is further bolstered by the finding that proton transfer
tern, 33 further validating the experimental results. is approximately an order of magnitude more efficient than

In both presently discussed systems, as well as in the atom abstraction in reaction (7 ).23 The atom-abstraction
0+ + H 20 charge-transfer reaction, the complex rotational cross section is, therefore, in part controlled by the charge-
period-to-complex lifetime ratio of the longer-lived contri- transfer cross section, which is fairly energy independent at
bution remains fairly constant throughout the investigated hyperthermal energies. This may explain why the atom-
collision energy range. Since the average impact parame- abstraction cross sections level off at hyperthermal energies
ters may be assumed relatively independent of collision before declining due to possible competition with nonreac-
energy for A direct mechanism, the experimental results tive charge-transfer channels.
indicate that the average complex lifetime of the longest- The onset of OH chemiluminescence does not strictly
lived intermediates decreases with collision energy. This is adhere to pairwise-energy predictions assuming energy up-
reflected by the higher degree of energy randomization at take by the spectator, OH. The thresholds for OH chemilu-
lower collision energies. The charge-transfer (3) lifetimes minescence are 3.1 and 2.1 eV for reactions (2) and (4),
are somewhat longer than those of charge-transfer (1), respectively. The observed chemiluminescence onsets are
which may be explained by the stronger product long- 11.5 and 5.9 eV, and lie significantly below the respective
range interaction of the former. The most relevant finding pairwise-energy predicted onsets of 22 and 13 eV, respec-
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0-+- OD served.' The TOF measurements exhibit primarily near-
N2+ + 20 .N 2D + 00resonant product internal excitation, in further agreement

/I ET = 6.67 eV with the luminescence measurements. Small contributions
S-1due to orbiting collisions are observed. The I/ET depen-

Y=-2.1 oV dence of the orbiting collision intensity is interpreted as
MT•T -1.07 *V (SS) evidence that these collisions are due to dipole orientations

in which the long-range attractive forces are maximized.
Osculating complex simulations indicate that the lifetimes

* 1of the longest-lived collision complexes are considerably
shorter than a rotational period. This is reflected by the

.*, small amount of energy randomization observed for the
longer-lived complexes. Smaller impact parameter colli-

e.."/ sions are found to lead to H 20+ B-state excitation, in

e "_agreement with crossed-beam observations of charge-
,_transfer (I).12

5 10 The charge-transfer cross sections exhibit a weak iso-

v'1 (10'6cnV) tope effect that can be related to competition with the
atom-abstraction channels. The atom-abstraction reactions
are found to be governed by a pairwise-energy mechanism

FIG. 12. Laboratory velocity distributions of Nj + D20 atom abstraction and thus feature significant isotope effects that disappear
product ions, N2D+, at ET= 10 eV. The solid line is a simulation assu- once the isotopic cross sections are plotted on a pairwise-
ins a translational energy transfer corresponding to the spectator strip-
ping model, i.e., AET= -E,. The dashed line is obtained for energy scale. The TOF analysis shows product ion velocity
AET= -2.1 eV, corresponding to the energy transfer necessary for distributions that are centered at the spectator-stripping
OH A 'T+ population, prediction, but exhibit significant broadening that is related

to a broad product internal-energy distribution. The broad-
ening can account for the discrepancy between the ob-

tively. The TOF measurements indicate that the internal served OH A 2
11-X 2I chemiluminescence onset 9 and

energy distribution of atom-abstraction reaction products that predicted by a pairwise-energy model in which the
is relatively broad and centered at the spectator-stripping spectator absorbs the excess energy.
prediction. The estimated cross sections for OH A-state
production 9 are considerably smaller than the total atom-
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